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Take the teaching of second foreign language as the example, the 
background cultural, the practice of the grammar, the reading, even the 
spoken ability, also may use the computer to arrive the same goal. Or 
using on simple microphone, we can practice the pronunciation and the 
conversation on the network. This kind of multiplex study, perhaps as
soon as starts to let the person be bedazzled, how builds a simple network 
platform to provides the user and the application, we want to use
concept of the “knowl dge management” to apply flexibly the existing 
information. 
 The first year, we want to collect the homepage material, analyzes 
the construction of the composition. Through the discussion of the group, 
establishes the browsing interest, the motivation, then analysis and 
study browsing behavior. Second year, is emphatically to research 
achievement present, we will share all the resources on the Intenet. 
Establishes a mechanism, a platform of the website?or a homepage?, lets 
the knowledge under the effective management, and can achieve th
resources to the full use, as well as achieves the function of the 
assistance teaching. 
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